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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks have become an increasingly important area for research and application.
Compared to traditional networks, its security faces many
unfavorable factors such as severe resource constraints,
inability to secure the wireless medium, potentially harsh
sensing environment, etc. Attacks detection is an important
issue to a wireless sensor network security. In this paper,
sensors were classified and different kinds of malicious attacks in a wireless sensor network were analyzed, based on
which a rule-based attacks detection method was proposed.
The detection rules were given to detect most kinds of malicious attacks.
Index Terms—Malicious attacks, Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) , Rule-based Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network
with sensing, processing, and communication capabilities.
The rapid technology development in MEMS technology
and networking has made wireless sensor networks readily
available. Today, wireless sensor networks are becoming a
feasible solution to various data sensing applications such
as automatic monitoring[1, 2], object tracking[3, 4], military applications[5], environmental monitoring[6-10],
health monitoring[11-13], home applications[14] etc. In
many applications, security of wireless senor networks
security is a very critical and challenging issue.
Compared to traditional networks, wireless sensor networks have many unfavorable factors such as severe resource constraints, inability to secure the wireless medium, uncontrollable and potentially harsh sensing environment, and unattended operations to meet desired goals for
security and reliability of wireless. It is nearly impossible
to implement traditional computer security techniques in
wireless sensor networks. Therefore, new security methods including attacks detection should be come up with to
specifically cater to the requirements of wireless sensor
networks.
In this paper, we analyze the most typical attacks and
threats to wireless sensor networks, and focus our work on
detecting certain of attacks with a rule-based detection
method in wireless sensor networks.
II. SENSORS CLASSIFICATION IN WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS
Wireless sensor networks consist of low-cost, lowpower sensors with sensing, processing, and communication capabilities. Several hundreds or even thousands of
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sensors are densely deployed to cooperatively detect and
transmit back environmental and physical conditions. During this course, a wireless sensor network may encounter
many attacks and some adversary can successfully join the
network. In our research, a classification is given to all the
sensors in wireless senor networks. Figure 1 shows the
sensors classification.
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Figure 1. Sensors Classification in Wireless Sensor Networks

Depending on whether the sensors can accomplish their
specific task meeting with the advance deployed requirements, all sensors can be divided into two types: normal
sensors and abnormal sensors. Normal sensors can accomplish the specific task meeting with the advance deployed requirements, while abnormal sensors cannot accomplish their specific task meeting with the advance deployed requirements or even disrupt other sensors task
completion. According to whether the sensors do damage
to wireless sensor networks, there are two kinds of abnormal sensors: malicious sensors and non-malicious sensors. Non-malicious sensors are abnormal sensors which
die earlier leading to unsuccessful accomplish their specific task, they don’t disturb the other sensors. Malicious
sensors may interfere with wireless signal, eavesdrop on
message, tamer with data, and disrupt route, they will do
damage to wireless sensor networks. According to whether the malicious sensor becomes a member of the network
during the attack or not, malicious sensors include two
kinds: member sensors and non-member sensors. Nonmember sensors are not legitimate part of the network and
they often filch information from wireless sensor networks
through eavesdropping message without disturbing the
network norm operation. Member sensors are captured by
an adversary. These sensors consume resources and disrupt the normal data-transmission, which bring serious
damage to wireless sensor networks.
To solve the security issue in wireless sensor networks,
we have to survey how to detect the malicious sensors.
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III. MALICIOUS ATTACKS IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
In a wireless sensor network, sensors communicate with
each other through wireless signal. A wireless sensor network protocol stack consists of five layers: physical layer,
data link layer, network layer, transport layer, and application layer. As sensors can be deployed in a variety of environments, wireless sensor networks may encounter
many types of attacks. Malicious attacks may occur at any
layer in the protocol stack. According to operation mode,
the attacks can be passive attacks or active attacks. In a
passive attack such as eavesdropping, the attackers usually
monitor transmitted data packet without breaking the
norm running of network. Messages and conversations are
intercepted and read by unintended receivers. Eavesdropping is easier in wireless communications than wired line
network. The adversaries through eavesdropping may
obtain critical or sensitive information. Moreover, this
kind of attack is impossible to detect because passive monitoring will not cause any disruption to the network. Authenticity is critical to defend this attack. On the other
hand, active attacks are actively involved in network
communications and do serious damage to wireless sensor
network These attacks include node replication attacks[15,
16],DoS(Denial of
Service) attacks, wormhole attacks[17], black hole attacks[18],selective forwarding
attacks, Sybil attacks[19, 20], etc.
A. Node replication attacks
In a node replication attack, an adversary tries to impersonate its identity of other legal node. The attacker then
gets the privilege to consume resources of the network or
disturb norm network operation or propagate false alarms.
To achieve impersonation, the attacker can change its
MAC address to one of some other normal nodes.
B. DoS attacks
In a host attack, the adversaries can diminish or nullify
a network’s capacity to perform its expected functions.
DoS attack is a major security problem in security monitoring applications, which deprive sensors of the normally
expected services of resources to cause the lacking in sensor communication. Therefore an intruder can prevent the
legitimate reports from being passed down to the base
station.
C. Wormhole attacks
In a wormhole attack, an adversary that is far away
from the base station often convince other sensor nodes
that it has the shorter and faster route to the base station,
so it is choose as the next hop. It relays packets on an outof-bound channel and is available only to itself to form a
wormhole. Wormhole attacks pose serious threat to WSN
since the attacker needn’t compromise any sensor nodes
and interfere with any message content. This kind attack
brings convenience for other type attacks such as sinkhole
attacks and selective forwarding attacks.
D. Black hole attacks
When sensor nodes forward data packets to the base
station, a routing mechanism based on routing vector selects transmitted path depending on path length. In a
black hole attack, an adversary can take advantage of this
tactics to cheat other sensor nodes. The attacker makes a
zero distance announcement to other nodes to make them
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believe that it is the best next hop. As a result, all the data
packets from the attacker’s neighbor nodes are forwarded
to the attacker and cannot be transmitted to the proper
destination nodes. Therefore a routing black hole is
formed. Black hole attacks bring great nodes energy
wasted and cause the base station to lose a lot of useful
data packets.
E. Selective forwarding attacks
A wireless sensor network adopts different multi-hop
routing protocols to forward data packets from the nodes
sensing the information to the base station. It is generally
assumed that nodes will well cooperate in the forwarding
of the received data packets. In a selective forwarding
attack, a malicious node on the path towards the base station may determine whether they forward the packets
properly to other nodes. Rather than dropping all the received packets, a malicious node can refuse to forward
some of the packets that it should forward. Selective forwarding attacks will bring serious damage, but it is hard to
detect because the number of data packets being dropped
is chosen to reduce the risk of detection to a great extent.
F. Sybil attacks
In a Sybil attack, an adversary uses multiple node identities in its interaction with other sensors. It seems that the
sensor is simultaneously located at more than one place. It
creates more opportunities to influence the routing mechanism to the attacker’s advantage. The result is an adversary can be in different locations at the same time by announcing different locations. Sybil attacks are serious security threats to geography-based routing protocols, faulttolerant schemes, multi-path routing, and topology
maintenance.
IV. A RULE-BASED ATTACKS DETECTION METHOD FOR
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
It is an important issue to determine whether a malicious activity exists in the wireless sensor network. Different attacks bring different consequence to a wireless
sensor network. Certain attack such as selective forwarding attack, Sybil attack will cause the data packets loss in
a wireless sensor network. Certain attack such as jamming
attack, DoS (Denial of Service) attack, wormhole attacks,
disguising attack will consumes energy and resource in a
wireless sensor network. Certain attack such as wormhole
attack will tamper with data in a wireless sensor network.
It should take measures against various attacks and identify malicious behavior. In our research, we focus our work
on rules-based detection mechanism for wireless sensor
network.
We consider a data packet transmission as the following:
source node A transmits data packets to destination node
D; node A and node B is in the path; node M is the monitoring node within the communication areas of node A
and node B. The detection rules can be listed from different types of attacks.
A. Selective forwarding attack detection rule
Rule 1 is for selective forwarding attack detection. It
can detect most of this kind of attacks.
Rule 1: when node A transmits data packets to node B,
node M gets the each data packet and detects whether its
next hop is node B and decides itself next behavior. If yes,
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it drops the data packet, if no, it caches the data packet.
After a time T, it makes a statistic for the packet loss rate
of node B during the time T. Let l express the packet loss
rate, L express the threshold of the packet loss. If l>L, a
selective forwarding attack is identified.
The normal running packet loss rate as an initialization
value assign to L. More over, L can be adjusted with the
running of wireless sensor network. Of course, the rule
cannot identify the attacker when r is very small, even r is
smaller than R.
B. Sybil attack detection rule
Rule2 is for Sybil attack detection. It can detect most of
this kind of attacks.
Rule 2: node M monitors node B. After a time T, it receives each data packet and then checks whether the sender’s identity is changed. If yes, a Sybil attack is identified.
C. DoS attack detection rule
Rule 3 is for DoS attack detection. It can detect most of
this kind of attacks.
Rule 3: when node A transmits data packets to node B,
node M gets the each data packet and changes its sending
data packets number w with w+1. After a time T, it makes
a statistic for the packet sending number of node B during
the time T. Let W express the threshold of the sending
packet number. If w>W, a DoS attack is identified.
The normal running sending packet number as an initialization value assign to W. More over, W can be adjusted with the running of wireless sensor network.
D. Wormhole attack detection rule
Rule 4 is for wormhole attack detection. It can detect
most of this kind of attacks.
Rule 4: node M adopts a chain L to store the destination node of node A. When node A transmits each data
packet to its destination node, it adds the destination node
Id to L and replaces the associated with counter C with
C+1. After a time T, it makes a statistic for the C during
the time T. If a certain node B associated with counter C is
much larger than others nodes associated with counter and
node B is not a sink, a wormhole attack is identified.
Each counter C is assigned an initialization value zero.
E. Node replication attack detection rule
Rule 5 is for node replication attack detection. It can detect most of this kind of attacks.
Rule 5: Before node A transmits data packets to node B,
node A makes a shared key negotiation with node B. Node
M gets the each data packet and decides whether the negotiation is successful. If yes, node M updates the negotiation number counter n with n+1. Let N express the threshold of the negotiation number. After a time T, node M
makes a statistic for the negotiation number during the
time T. If n>N, a node replication attack can be identified.
Each counter n is assigned an initialization value zero.
F. Black hole attack detection rule
Rule 6 is for black hole attack detection. It can detect
most of this kind of attacks.
Rule 6: when node A transmits any data packet d to
node B, node M gets the each data packet and detects
whether its next hop is node B. If yes, node M stores the
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data packets and monitors the retransmitted data packets
d’ from node B. Node M compares d with d’, if they are
same in content, node M deletes the data packet p, or else
it updates the error number C. After a time T, it makes a
statistic for the packet error rate of node B during the time
T. Let e express the packet error rate, E express the
threshold of the packet loss. If e>E, a worm hole attack is
identified.
The normal running packet error rate as an initialization
value assign to E. E can also be adjusted with the running
of wireless sensor network. With rule 1 similar, the rule
cannot identify the attacker when e is very small, even e is
smaller than E.
V. CONCLUSION
Unlike traditional networks, a wireless network is designed for specific applications. Because of limited resources and potentially harsh sensing environment, security is an especially important issue for wireless sensor networks. In this paper, the sensors types in wireless sensor
networks were discussed. Most kinds of malicious attacks
to wireless sensor network were analyzed too. To detect
the attacks, a rule-based detection method was proposed.
Four detection rules were depicted. The future work might
as well focus on designing new rule for other types of
attacks.
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